
	   
	  

 
 

RIDDLE&CODE Announces First DLT-
Enabled E-Charger in Vienna During Anon 
Blockchain Summit 
 
The new electric vehicle charging solution with integrated secure machine identity 
being tested in an innovative neighborhood in Vienna as part of major new 
blockchain-based innovation. 

 
Vienna, March 28th, 2019 - RIDDLE&CODE, Europe’s blockchain solution innovator and Wien Energie, 
Austria’s leading energy provider enter a second year of the Urban Pioneers Community, the shared 
innovation project at Viertel Zwei, in the 2nd communal district in Vienna with a plan to integrate existing 
hardware into an energy community system via blockchain. 
 
Currently, the hardware integration of e-charging stations, PV installations and household meters is 
being tested. The solution provides secure and immutable data interfaces to connect smart meters, 
consumers and energy producers. As a first step, RIDDLE&CODE and Wien Energie connected an e-
charger to manage digital identities and securely transmit charging data to enable real-time settlement of 
electric car charging. E-chargers are the first part of a complete energy solution bringing trust and 
flexibility and bringing forward further steps towards energy communities. 
 
After a successful test, an initial rollout of the system is planned in the last quarter of 2019. This will 
happen within “Peer 2 Peer im Quartier”, a research project funded by the FFG (Austrian Research 
Promotion Agency), and carried out jointly by Riddle & Code, Wien Energie and the AIT at Viertel Zwei. 
The overall aim is to provide a basis for flexible, secure and scalable energy management systems 
based on distributed infrastructure.  
 
 
The dedicated mobile app developed by RIDDLE&CODE will be on display with a demo at Wien 
Energie’s booth 15 at the Anon Blockchain Summit in Vienna on April 2&3 for more than 2000 visitors. 
 
 
Tom Fuerstner, RIDDLE&CODE founder and CTO commented: “RIDDLE&CODE is excited to be a key 
part of this project that leverages blockchain technology to satisfy both end-customer and supplier 
requirements, enabling a new prosumer energy market. Alongside our partners Wien Energie and Viertel 
Zwei, we are laying the foundation of a whole new urban energy marketplaces where buyers and sellers 
are the main participants.” 
 
 
 
About RIDDLE&CODE 
RIDDLE&CODE, the Blockchain interface company, is a European start-up that builds hardware and 
software stacks bringing trusted identity to objects and people. Together with its clients and partners, 
RIDDLE&CODE brings greater efficiency and new business models to financial markets, energy 
distribution, supply chain management and the Internet of Things. 
More information: www.riddleandcode.com – Media contact: Benjamin Schwarz, +33 674 787 954, 
ben@riddleandcode.com 


